& the technology of Asian manga &anime production via multimedia, like: the prints as journals, article magazine, cinema, TVs, web, mobile, all of that at china & America.
• Utilize from the pioneer& creative ideas of the American Animation production for developing the Chinese animation industry technical& Produce via publishing& marketing &distribution locally and regionally vs. the international market. • Studding how the Dumping of the Chinese animation products will be increased the ten coming years, like: movies, series on dvd ,school tools, electronic games, toys the markets of Middle East, Arab World, European & international market in this period and the necessity of Address it • Transferred technology, innovation and creativity between Egypt, china, and America will make us up-to-date with the latest innovations all over the world to get develop and progress ourselves.
• studying the exchange of technological Experience and scientific Missions between all sides of Egypt, japan, china, especially at the field of the technology of manga& anime production and the reflection of them on the Egyptian animation industry to be up-to-date with the latest version of Asian computer graphic and animation, also with the recent events in Asian cinema, multimedia and animation industry.
Research problem:
The problem of Research determine in study the Similarities and the differences of Chinese and American post-production animation stage -, and how it's saving job opportunities for international creative qualification designers, animators, Anime directors, and producers.
Research methodology: analytical Study

Research limits:
• The place limits: china, and America • The time limits :( from 1990 to 2019). 
First: The people's communes illustration drawings
Materials and Methods
There is the summary for the present purposes of many years' research goals and strategies, incorporating the following axes of the research plan:
The main axes of the research plan: 
Results and discussion
(1) Transferred technology, innovation and creativity between Egypt, china, and America will make us upto-date with the latest innovations all over the world to get develop and progress ourselves.
(2) The exchange of technological Experience and scientific Missions will increase the coming twenty years between all sides of Egypt, japan, china, especially at the field of the technology of manga& anime production.
(3) The impact of the technology of manga& anime production will increase and reflect on the Egyptian animation industry. (4) The Egyptian animation industry should be up-to-date with the latest version of Asian computer graphic and animation, also with the recent events in Asian cinema, multimedia and animation industry to develop the global industry.
Conclusion
Finally, this research ended by exploring the new in contemporary Chinese animation technologyand its stages. At the end the research's results & recommendations, introducing experiments in which could be progressed this industry in china & America.
Results and discussion
(5) Transferred technology, innovation and creativity between Egypt, china, and America will make us upto-date with the latest innovations all over the world to get develop and progress ourselves. (6)The exchange of technological Experience and scientific Missions will increase the coming twenty years between all sides of Egypt, japan, china, especially at the field of the technology of manga& anime production. (7)The impact of the technology of manga& anime production will increase and reflect on the Egyptian animation industry. 
